
AP Lit & Comp
9/24 & 9/25 ‘19

1. Meet with your poetry group

2. Teach poems

3. BNW themes

4. College essay prep for next class



Senior journal #2
▪Throughout the year, please use this journal to capture in writing 
any moments that you want to remember.  Try to use sensory 
detail as much as possible in your writing, so when you read back 
over it later, the memory will be more tangible.

▪Today, reflect back over your senior Homecoming week and 
weekend.  Any moments you’d like to remember?  How was it 
different as senior?  Will you miss this particular festivity from 
high school?
▪OR write a quick self check-in:  how’s senior year progressing so 
far?



Companion poems
▪In your group, you’re going to do the following:

▪1. Discuss/compare your individual TPCASTT’s and 

interpretations of the poem.

▪2. Come to consensus.

▪3. Annotate the new copy so we can display it on the document 

camera.

▪4. Get ready to teach us this poem and explain the connections 

you see to Brave New World or any of the dystopian essential 

questions we’re pondering this unit.



▪Goal?  Give the class some visual guidance that helps with 

meaning.

⬞Bracket and paraphrase stanzas.

⬞Note deeper meaning

⬞Mark word choice or sentence structure you find meaningful.

⬞Shift?  Mark it.

⬞Tone? Use your tone sheet to identify and NAME it.

⬞Theme?

Annotate for TPCASTT



▪Remember, AP Lit is concerned with the BIG PICTURE.  You need to 

identify this first and then talk about HOW the author uses the little things 

(such as literary devices, characterization, etc.) to demonstrate his big idea.

▪Go to the shared slide show on Google and claim a slide.

▪Remember- themes are NEVER just one word.  They need to be a 

statement.

▪You will also eventually need to include evidence of HOW Huxley gets 

this theme across.

BNW Themes



▪Themes need to explain WHAT the author is saying about the topic at 

hand.

▪Example:  “revenge” – would not be an acceptable theme statement.

⬞Instead:  “Revenge all too often consumes and ruins the avenger’s life 

would work.”

▪Example:  “love” –would not be acceptable by itself

⬞Instead:  “Love, in its truest form, requires complete selflessness and 

sacrifice.

To clarify:



The __________________        ___________________,
(name the specific genre)     (title of text) 

by _________________  is about  ________________

(author’s full name) (topic/abstract concept)

and reveals _________________________________.

(assertion about human condition = AKA: theme)

The novel Brave New World, by Aldous Huxley is about a 

futuristic society controlled by conformity and reveals  

individuality is essential to maintaining worthwhile human 

existence.   



EXAMPLE

The (genre) novel (title) Brave New World by (author) 

Aldous Huxley (reflects upon/examines, or other strong verb) 

presents (topic/abstract concept) a society of futuristic 

humans who are unable to think freely or feel true 

emotion, revealing that (assertion about human condition) 

advancements in technology have the potential to 

destroy what is most meaningful about humanity.



Thematic Thesis statements

Go back to the themes slide show in  Classroom.

▪List at least five themes on your slide.

▪Make sure each theme is in statement form. No one or 

two word themes!

▪Add evidence of how Huxley gets this theme across in 

the novel. 

⬞(This could be specific examples of scenes or 

descriptions from the text, specific quotes, examples of 

character development/growth, etc.)

▪We’ll share slides in about 25 minutes.


